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• Kin-based institutions are the set of social norms governing 
descent, kinship, marriage, residence, etc, in different societies
Ø Extensively studied by anthropologists
Ø Among the oldest and most fundamental of human institutions

• For example, many societies:
Ø Allow or require marriages to specific kin (e.g., 1st or 2nd cousins, uncles)
Ø Have high levels of polygamy (and especially polygyny)
Ø Are organized around unilineal lineages and/or clans

Kin-based institutions



COUSIN MARRIAGE AROUND THE WORLD



Ethnographic examples

The Marri Baluch of Pakistan

• Hierarchy of patrilineages
• Arranged marriages, typically within patrilineage
• 72% of marriages among kin; 30% between patri-

lineal parallel cousins
• Up to 4 wives permitted (mostly for political elites)
• Patrilocal post-marital residence
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We explore the link between the tightness and breadth 
of kin-based institutions — “kinship intensity” — and 
economic prosperity around the world



Why should low “kinship intensity” impact 
economic prosperity?

“Virtually every commercial transaction has within itself an element 
of trust... It can be plausibly argued that much of the economic 
backwardness in the world can be explained by the lack of mutual 
confidence.“ Arrow (1972)

•We know kinship intensity is negatively associated with:
ØAn individualistic-impersonal psychology (Alesina & Giuliano, 2014; 

Schulz et al., 2019, Enke, 2019, Moscona et al. 2017)
ØPolitical participation & well-functioning political institutions (Alesina

& Giuliano, 2011; Schulz, forthcoming; Akbari et al., 2019)

•We show further associations with key determinants of economic 
prosperity: innovation, division of labor



Kin-based institutions

• We use 2 measures of kinship intensity:

1. The Kinship Intensity Index (KII): an omnibus measure of the
overall strength of kin-based institutions, based on
anthropological data

2. Each society’s average inbreeding coefficient (F), computed
with genetic data



• We establish a tight empirical relationship between kinship
intensity and economic development
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• Results consistent with a causal effect of kinship intensity on
economic prosperity
Ø Robust in spatial RD analysis, to controlling for Christianity or European

ancestry, to controlling for early proxy for econ development, in
subsample with very low population density

• Likely mechanisms: division of labor and comparative advantage,
cultural psychology, institutions, innovation

OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
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1. Economic prosperity and the KII 

2. Results: economic prosperity and F

3. Pathways



1st measure of kinship intensity

The Kinship intensity index (KII)
• Omnibus measure of the overall strength of kin-based institutions

Ø Based on anthropological studies on 1,291 ethnicities prior to 
industrialization or European colonization from the Ethnographic Atlas
(EA) (Murdock, 1967)

• For each EA society, the KII is the average of 5 measures: 
1. Preferences for cousin marriage
2. Polygamy
3. Co-residence of extended families
4. Presence of unilineal descent
5. Community organization

Ø We standardized the KII (so SD = 1)



THE KII AROUND THE WORLD



• Measures of economic prosperity:

1. Satellite nighttime luminosity (in 2010)
Ø We control for population density

2. Regional GDP per capita (1950-2010; Gennaioli et al. 2014)

• Baseline geographic controls: 
Temperature, precipitation, agricultural suitability, elevation, absolute 
latitude, ruggedness, distance to coast, and distance to the nearest river 
or lake

• Matching data: 
Ethnographic Atlas ↔ Ethnologue ↔ geographic pixels      ↔ regions/countries 

(~1,200 societies)          (~5,700 languages)       (~400,000 pixels)           

Human Origins

Other data



SATELLITE LUMINOSITY VS. THE KII ACROSS ETHNICITIES
(with population density partialled out)



THE KII AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY: OLS
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THE KII AND REGIONAL GDP PER CAPITA: OLS



THE KII AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY : 
SPATIAL REGRESSION DISCONTINUITY (RD)
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SPATIAL RD

BINNED SCATTERPLOT
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THE KII AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY : 
SPATIAL RD

Selected additional robustness checks:

ü Subsample of neighboring ethnicity pairs with KII diff. ≥ 1
ü Including neighboring ethnicities in diff. countries (w. country 

FEs)

ü Control for distance-to-boundary polynomial X ethnicity pair FE

ü Control for latitude and longitude X ethnicity pair FE

ü Subsamples of pixels at various distance to boundary (0-200 
km, 0-150, 0-100, 25-200, …, 50-200, …)

ü Placebo spatial RD analysis with geographic variables as the 
dep. variables instead of nighttime luminosity



THE KII AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY : 
SPATIAL RD 

—SELECTED ROBUSTNESS CHECK—



THE KII AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY : 
SPATIAL RD 

—PLACEBO REGRESSIONS—
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The inbreeding coefficient (F)

• The Human Origins dataset (David Reich Lab, 2020)

Ø Genetic data on 9,460 present-day individuals from populations
around the world

2nd measure of kinship intensity



The inbreeding coefficient (F)
• Measures the expected fraction of one’s genome where the

maternal and paternal variants are ”identical by descent” (IBD)
Ø Expected value of F is one-half the coefficient of relationship between

their two parents

• In practice, we estimate FROH (not F) for individuals in HO and
compute each population’s mean FROH

Ø We include “genetic controls”

• Though F can be measured from the genome, the relevant variation
in F for our analyses captures cultural practices

2nd measure of kinship intensity



THE INBREEDING COEFFICIENT AND
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THE INBREEDING COEFFICIENT

AND NIGHTTIME LUMINOSITY: OLS
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ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS

• Results mostly robust to dropping European-ancestry 
countries and controlling for Christianity

• Reverse causality (econ dev → KI) unlikely to fully drive our 
results
Ø Spatial RD results

Ø KII based observations from before industrialization/colonization

Ø Results robust to controlling for settlement complexity

Ø Results robust to using subsample of pixels with very low or high 
population density (to test urbanization channel)



MECHANISMS

1. The division of labor and comparative advantage

2. Cultural psychology (trust, impersonal cooperation, impartiality, 
individualism, conformity; Schulz et al., Science 2019)

3. Institutions

4. Innovation

5. Inbreeding depression

• Data consistent with a important roles for 1-4, but not 5



THE KII, ECONOMIC SPECIALIZATION, 
AND MARKET EXCHANGE



CROSS-COUNTRY EVIDENCE ON MECHANISMS



CONCLUDING 

REMARKS



• We establish a tight empirical relationship between kinship intensity
and economic development
Ø A one-SD-increase in the KII is associated with:

o a ~35% decrease in per capita luminosity and GDP, worldwide
o a ~10% decrease …, within-country

Ø Robust robust across wide array of analyses; estimated effect size
remarkably consistent

Ø Plausible mechanisms include effects of kinship intensity on the division 
of labor, cultural psychology, institutions, and innovation

• Policy implications are still unclear; more research is needed

Ø Cannot conclude intensive kin-based institutions are less “desirable” and 
that policy should seek to dismantle them

o In many places, intensive kin-based institutions play a critical role in 
providing a safety net and maintaining social order 

o Tight family network may also foster happiness and life satisfaction (Alesina
Giuliano 2012)

Concluding remarks



Thank you



• The inbreeding coefficient, F, measures the probability that the
maternal and paternal variants at a location in the genome are IBD
Ø The expected value of F is the coefficient of kinship, or one-half the

coefficient of relationship, between their two parents
Ø Though F can be measured from the genome, the relevant variation in

F for our analyses captures cultural practices

• Our measure of F is FROH

Ø The sum is over the individual's ROHs that are at least 1.5 Mb in length
and li is the length of ROH i in Mb

Ø We estimated FROH with the ROHgen consortium’s ROHgen2 pipeline

• ROHs can arise in individuals for reasons unrelated to marital
practices and kinship systems
Ø We compute and control for expected heterozygosity and migratory

distance from East Africa, the top 20 PCs, and mean regional pairwise
FST

More on the inbreeding coefficient



ROBUSTNESS TO: 
1. EXCLUDING EUROPEAN-

ANCESTRY OBSERVATIONS

2. CONTROLLING FOR DEEP

CHRISTIANIZATION


